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BIO: ALI CRAIG 
Three-time best selling author and luxury neuro human
branding expert, Ali Craig, combines over twenty years of
real-world, how-to, goal-achieving success be it in your
everyday life, relationships, professional endeavors, or
simply through the lifestyle you live every single day. 

A sought after national media expert in the United States and
international speaker, Ali Craig, is the creator of the widely
respected NERI® profiling method and is the founder of the
International Society of Intelligent Influence™. 

Craig also is the founder of Entreventure® Productions,
Entreventure Events, and the Notoriety™ Network projects
all designed to empower the modern-day entrepreneur.
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Neuro Human Branding®
Impression Management
Neuro-Programming (aka your story/mindset)
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seen on
Repeat expert for the nationally sindicated show THE
LIST. Full media list online. 
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“Smart, sassy, soulful. Kooky, kind,
creative. Ali Craig has perfected her
own style of success — and she’s
sharing all of it right here. Soak it in,
then put it to work.”

Tory Johnson,  GMA Contributor, #1 NYT
bestselling author and popular speaker

“Success Rebel is is a great motivator, a side
effect I wasn’t expecting as being already
extremely self driven. Written in a way that
everyone from all walks of life can learn from
Those just beginning to branch out and seek
guidance on building success or if you’re an
established and successful business owner
this read is going to advance your mindset.”

Angela Magana, Former UFC Fighter

“This book takes you to the
seat of your greatest power
and creativity and activates
your blueprint for deep
fulfillment and success! 
Definitely get your copy and
get started now!”

Dr. Diana Kirschner, NYT bestselling
author


